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NRC TO HOLD REGULATORY CONFERENCE WITH ARIZONA PUBLIC
SERVICE COMPANY ON PALO VERDE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission will hold a regulatory conference with Arizona
Public Service Co. officials on January 16 to discuss the results of a special inspection at the Palo
Verde Nuclear Generating Station.
Conferees will discuss the significance of inspection findings regarding the plant’s
emergency diesel generators. Palo Verde, which is operated by APS, is located 55 miles west of
Phoenix.
The meeting, which will be open to public observation, will begin at noon in NRC’s
Region IV offices in Arlington, Texas. The public will have an opportunity to observe and ask
questions of NRC staff before the meeting is adjourned. Members of the public can listen to the
meeting via a special telephone line by calling 1-800-952-9677, and requesting extension 472.
The NRC staff will discuss with APS the inspection finding and two associated apparent
violations of NRC requirements involving the failure of an electrical relay that left an emergency
diesel generator at Unit 3 in an unreliable condition for approximately 40 days, and nonfunctional for approximately 18 days during 2006.
The NRC evaluates regulatory performance at commercial nuclear power plants with a
color coded process which classifies regulatory findings as either green, white, yellow or red, in
increasing order of safety significance. The NRC’s preliminary evaluation determined that the
safety significance of the two apparent violations was “greater than green,” meaning they
involved more than very low safety significance.

No decision on the final significance, the apparent violations or any contemplated
enforcement action will be made during the conference. Those decisions will be made by NRC
officials at a later time.
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